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TAPE DECK
ANNOUNCING THE NEW

EDITALL
Magnetic Tape

SPLICING
KiT

Now you can get the world's

-

-

most widely used tope splicing

EdiTall
in o new, low -cost kit
that includes everything you need for o

block

splicing job!
Kit includes
instruction booklet by Joel Tall, (BS tape
professional

editor.
Look for EdiTall
kits at your tape
recorder dealer,
or write

EDITALL
Box 148

ta-

Palisades Park, N. J.

Dealer inquiries invited

tapes, recorded on
Ampex stereophonic equipment,
and duplicated on the highest
STEREONYME

quality, splice -free Mylar tape
for stacked or staggered playback heads. Handsome package
includes complete notes
on music and texts.
Music of the Middle Ages
Volume I EA 0012
TROURAROUR AND TROUvERE SONGS

RUSSELL OBERLIN, rounerrte cr
SEYMOUR BARAD, riot
Volnn,c
EA 0021
Leoninus and Perotinus Magister

ii

NOTRE DAME ORCANA

RUSSELL OBERLIN, count,rrtenor
CHARLES BRESSLER
and DONALD PERRY. tenors
SEYMOUR BARAD,+iol
Volume
EA 0023

IIi

LAS CA NTIGAS DE SANTA MARIA
del Rey Alfonso el Sabio

RUSSELL OBERLIN. countertolor
JOSEPH IADONE, lute
1,800 feet of tape
7 inch reels at 7'52 ips
Price S1ó.95, ask your
nearest record or tape dealer
on

and on 12 -inri high fidelity, tong
playing E A records price $4.98

r

C/IM%.E 7E CATALOGUE WRITE:

EXPERIENCES ANONYMES
20

104

East 11th Street, New York

You There. And not the least of this some
26- minute reel's attractions is its 20 -page
booklet containing not only notes on the
pieces played but an admirably lucid introduction to both stereo theory and prac.
ZH 2,
tice by Edward Tarnall Canby
7 -in., $i6.95).

(

Richard Pick. despite his
appropriate name, is no Segovia. any he
demonstrates little insight into authentic
Iberian style; nevertheless, his Guitarra
pagnol is one of the most exciting guitar
recordings I know. It contains some fine,
if mostly familiar, music, too (by Tárrega,
Torruba, Albéniz, and Granados). together
with a seldom -heard Pagina romattica by
Pedrell, and a couple of inconsequential.
but idiomatic, pieces by Pick himself. However it is the combination of close-up
miking and stereo openness which makes
this often scrabbly playing sonically fascinating: aural realism with a vengeance.
24 -I, 7 -in., Si 1.95). The Jay Norman Quintet's Dancing and Dreaming is
a less exaggerated exemplification of ultra bright yet tastefully balanced recording
techniques. Starring Norman himself (piano) and Chuck Calzaretta (vibes), the
materials alternate between standard pops
and those with mild Latin- American seasoning, the treatments between vivaciousness
and a not-too-sentimental expressiveness, all
over a steady basic beat which the most
timid of dancers can confidently rely on.
24.2, 7 -in., SII.95)
CONCISRTAPFS:
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Continued from preceding page
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The
Leonard
Sorkin
CONCERTAPES:
Strings may hail from Chicago. but they're
strictly Hollywoodians at heart in their

now overfancy, now oversentimentalized
arrangements of Favorite Shots Tunes. No.
I. Nevertheless, the ultrabrilliant stereo
recording is given a good chance to demonstrate its capabilities in the pizzicato
and harp passages throughout, a richly expressive Is There Someone Lovelier than
You', and an exceptionally snappy Fascinating Rhythm. (
22.2, 7 -111., S I 1.95
CONCERT HALL: The Marco Gregory Orfor a Quiet Mood is neither
dynamically unvaried background decoranor pseudo- Mantovani /Kostelanetz
tion

chestra's Music

schmaltz. It is indeed conventional enough
in its choice of eleven salon favorites ( from
Eric Coates's Sleepy Lagoon to Sibelius'
Valse triste): its distinction lies in its
straightforward arrangements and performance by a small orchestra. and, for once.
a beautiful recording without lushness or
exaggerated stereoism of well -worn mor(:HT /BN 34. 7-in., S11.93 )
ceaux.

(

ELEKTRA

(via Livingston)

:

Josh

White

again, but his Sings the Blues and Other
Songs technically outranks his earlier stereo
and single -channel tapings in his more
distant location vis -à -vis the microphones.
It is superinr musically, ton, thanks to the
enhancement of Al Hall's bass by Sonny
Greer's traps, and the uniform effectiveness
of Josh's own materials -both the authentic blues (Jim Crocs Train. Hallelea, etc.)
and the "blued" conversions of Miss Otis

ElRegrets and Gloomy Sunday.
7-2 BN, 7 -in., $t1.95; originally Elektra
114, May 1957)

HIFITAPES: Bruce Prince- Joseph now turns
his versatile if undisciplined talents to jazz
a son
Steingin' Harpsichord, in
which he overpowers a noncommittal Manhattan ensemble with frantically jangling
elaborations on mostly familiar dance tunes.
at least one with a self -consciously humor.
ous side excursion into Mozartean idioms.
But except for the declamatory introduction
to Cumana, there is little real jazzical or
musical imagination demonstrated here.
I've no doubt the general sonic burly -burly
would sound less chaotic in a stereo tape,
but although one is available. it is my bad
luck to receive only the single- channel version (R 603. 7 -in.. 56.95). Even without
stereo. though, my relish for the cocktail hour piano of Stan Seltzer (whom i first
met in a Stereotape release a year or so
ago) is undamped by his present program
of Cheek lo Cheek, Speak Low. etc. His
treatments are at once sophisticated and
lyrical. lilting. and often astonishingly intricate. The wide -range recording, too.
shows up much boner here: best of all in
the cymbal and bass solos which are cofeatured with Stan's arabesques in Blue
Moon. (R 202, 7 -in S6.95)
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OMEGATAPE: No one who has heard only
hit tunes from Lehár's ,Uerrr Widow and
one or two from Kálmán's Gypsy Princess
(Das Cuirdisfürstiu) in denatured broadcast or disc dilutions. sung in English with
a schmaltzy studio orchestra, can have any
adequate idea of what these operettas really
sound like in authentically Viennese stage
productions. The closest thing to visiting
the Volksoper in person is to bring its
spirited soloists, chorus. and orchestra (and
the reverberant Konzerthaus acoustics) via
stereo right into ones living room
may be done from two brimful reels of
"highlights" starring the fresh. robust.
voiced soloists, Friedl Loor, soprano, and
Karl Terkal, tenor (plus Mimi EngelaCoertse in The Merry Widow only). under
the mercurial baton of Hans Hagen. The
variety of tunefulness and sparkling scoring
in these works will be a revelation in itself
to many listeners. while the unflagging
gusto with which they are projected and
the electrical atmosphere captured in the
boldly expansive recording are as irresistible as the catchy music. My only complaint
is that the accompanying leaflets. summarizing the typically preposterous operetta
plots, omit the German titles of the many
selections included here
and for these
the literal English translations on reel stickers only are a wholly inadequate substitute. (
sr 3011, Lehár, and

-as

-

ST

3009, Kálmán;

7 -in.,

514.95 each)

PHONOTAPES -SONORE: Lebcír in Stereo.e is
another enticing approach to the treasure house of Viennese melodiousness and color

-

this time in
only potpourri
from around it
including many

the form of an orchestral of some fifteen selections
dozen Lehár masterpieces,
unfamiliar to most American listeners. Even the latter may not be
completely surprised by some of the most
seductive waltz tunes since Johann Strauss,
but they surely will be astonished by the
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